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Abstract- In today‟s world, fuzzy logic and particle swarm
optimization are used to answer various engineering problems. In
this paper, the proportional integral derivative (PID) controller
tuning by fuzzy rule method (FRMs) and a particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm are proposed to improve controller
by adjusting transfer function parameters. The proposed fuzzy
rule function and PSO algorithm searches a high-quality solution
effectively and improves the response of the controlled system
by adjusting the transfer function. Simulation and comparison
results are presented and that the proposed algorithm finds a PID
control parameter set effectively so that the PID controller has a
better control performance.
Index Terms- Fuzzy Rule Method (FRMs), PID Controller,
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

I. INTRODUCTION

W

here there are three parameters: differential coefficient,
proportional coefficient, and integral coefficient in the
PID controller. By tuning these three parameters, the PID
controller can offer individualized control necessities. In current
years, many intelligence algorithms are proposed to tuning the
PID parameters. Where, the majority part of control loops in
engineering control systems use standard PID control algorithms
with fixed constraint values set through the commissioning. This
is lead to the low cost and eases of design but the tuning of PID
controller remains unsure lead to more complexity that is
mathematical. The combination of P-I-D controller parameters
depend on well-known design methods and type of methods
usually requires a mathematical model, which can accurately
describe the dynamical performance of a control object [1].On
the other hand, there are many linear methods used in the design
of PID stables termed as conservative controller however,
research is a great deals with carried out in the design of unusual
controllers using modern computational techniques such as
fuzzy logic and neural networks [2]. If this controller is applied
to a nonlinear control system, so that the performance of the
system will change depending on the variation of control objects
parameters [3]. R.Swaroop, B. george and. P.K, Sadhu Proposed
a novel design for automatic tuning of PID controller using
sugeno based fuzzy logic [4]. Also, the procedure of a linear
control law will cause diverse responses of a nonlinear system
for the same magnitude of positive and negative reference input
changes. Various design strategies will have been developed with
the point to overcome the disadvantages of linear P-I-D
controllers. Such methods created for achieving a goal transform

a linear P-I-D controller into unconventional PID controllers
[5].To overcome these difficulties, various types of modified
conventional PID controllers such as auto tuning and adaptive
PID controllers were developed lately [6,7], [8]. In addition, a
class of nonconventional type of PID controller employing fuzzy
logic has been designed and simulated for this purpose [9, 7, 10].
The PSO algorithm, proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [11]
in 1995, is an additional popular optimal algorithm. It was
developed through a simulation of a simplified societal system
where some papers were proposed to progress the PSO algorithm
[12,13]. The PSO technique can produce a high quality solution
within a shorter computation time and have a steady meeting
characteristic than other stochastic methods [14,15]. It has many
applications in engineering fields. In the PID controller design,
the PSO algorithm is applied to search a finest PID control
parameters [16, 17]. A lot of research papers provided many
advanced methods for the particle swarm optimization
algorithms [18]. In this paper, the PID controller tuning by fuzzy
rule method (FRMs) and a particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm are proposed to improve controller by adjusting
transfer function parameters. The proposed fuzzy rule method
(FRM) and PSO algorithm are described in Section II. MATLAB
simulation results and some comparison results are shown in
Section III. Finally, conclusions are made in Section IV.

II. MYTHOLOGY
A. Design Mythology of Fuzzy system
The fuzzy related matrix is used for representing the Fuzzy
rules. The number of input to the rules determines the dimension
of a fuzzy associated matrix [19].The Rule base is designed
based on the following concepts. The ranges of input
membership functions and the fuzzy rules are entered from the
available data.
The following steps can describe the procedure of the proposed
fuzzy rule method (FRM):
Step 1: Initialize (FIS editor) the input of fuzzy logic controller
error (e), change of error (ec) and output (KD),(KP) and (KI) .
Step 2: Set the system with three fuzzy logic
controller(KD,KP,KI) each controller has two inputs,(e,ec) and
each input has seven fuzzy set associated with it, which labelled
as negative big (NB), negative medium (NM),negative small
(NS),Zero error (Z), positive small (PS), positive medium(PM)
and positive big(PB) and the output (KD,KP,KI)depend on
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equation {[NB(-6,-3,-1),NM(-3,-2,0),NS(-3,-1,1),Z(-2,0,2),PS(1,1,3),PM(0,2,3],PB(1,3,6)}
Step 3: Set the input range from -3 to 3, where the input e and ec
are shown in the following equations.
ec={[NB(-6,-3,-1),NM(-3,-2,0),NS(-3,-1,1),Z(-2,0,2),PS(1,1,3),PM(0,2,3],PB(1,3,6)}
e={[NB(-6,-3,-1),NM(-3,-2,0),NS(-3,-1,1),Z(-2,0,2),PS(1,1,3),PM(0,2,3],PB(1,3,6)}
Step 4: set the output range from -3 to 3, where the output
setting depends up rule base on Table I
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Fig. 2. Performance measure of step response

Step 5: The evaluation performance measures are peak overshoot
(OV), Rise time (RT) and Amplitude (AM). Fig. 2 shows an
example of a desired time response
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Fig.4Membership function of e
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Fig.5 Membership function of KD

Fig.1Implemented of PID tuning using Simulink

Fig.6 Defuzzified output of controller KD
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Fig.9 Step response with t.f(40/s^2+4s+20)

Fig.7 Defuzzified output of controller KI

To improved the response of the system by change transfer
function parameter until we reach the optimal response of the
system.
I.
At starting keeps
the denominator coefficients are
equal to (1, 4, 4) and change a numerator from 1 to 80
with step 20, the response is not improved where the
rising time is very long as shown in fig 8.
II.
Set the coefficient of (S^2) equal to 1 and the
coefficient of (S) equal to 4 try to change the constant
coefficient from 1to 40 with step 20 at the same time
change the numerator from 1 to 80 with step 40. We
observe decrease the rise time (RT) where the system
takes short time to reach the steady state as showing in
figures 9,10.
III.
Keeps the coefficient of (S^2) equal to 1 and the
constant equal to 40, try to change the coefficient of (S).
When increasing in value of a coefficient of (from 4 to
8) (S) the peak overshoot (OV), and amplitude (AM)
decrease as showing in figures 11, 12 so that the system
got good response (takes short time to reach the steady
state).
IV.
However, to reduce the swing, rise time (RT), and
reach quickly to steady state by set the coefficient of
(S^2) equal to 1, the coefficient of (S) equal to 8 and
change the constant from (1to 40 with step 20) and
numerator from (1to 80 with step40), until get the
optimal response for system as showing in figures 12.

Fig.8 Step response with t.f(1/s^2+4s+4)

Fig.10 Step response with t.f(80/s^2+4s+40)

Fig.11 Step response with t.f(80/s^2+7.4s+40)

Fig.12 Step response with t.f(80/s^2+8s+40)
B. PSO Algorithm
PID controller tuning with Particle Swarm Optimization
Step 1: Initialize the PSO algorithm by setting the number of
particles (n), the number of iterations (L),dimension of the
problem(dim), PSO parameters are c1 = c2 = 2,i=0 ,and PSO
moment of inertia w=0.9,Fitness=i*ones(n,L),
Step 2: fitness=0*ones (n, bird_setp);
Step 3: Initialize the parameter
R1 = rand (dim, n); R2 = rand (dim, n);
Current_fitness =0*ones (n, 1);
Step 4: Initializing swarm and velocities and position
Current_position = 10*(rand(dim, n)-.5);
Velocity = .3*randn (dim, n);
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Local_best_position = current_position;
Step 5: Evaluate initial population
i-th particle of the population (loop for i = 1:n , end)
current_fitness (i) = tracklsq (current_position(:,i));
local_best_fitness = current_fitness;
[global_best_fitness,g] = min (local_best_fitness) ;
i-th particle of the population (loop for i = 1:n , end )
globl_best_position (:,i) = local_best_position(:,g) ;
Step 6: Velocity update
Velocity = w *velocity + c1*(R1.*(local_best_positioncurrent_position)) + c2*(R2.*(globl_best_positioncurrent_position));
Step 7: Swarm update
Current_position = current_position + velocity;
Step 8: Evaluate anew swarm (Main Loop)
Iter = 0 ;( Iterations „counter)
While ( iter < bird_setp )
Iter = iter + 1;
(Loop for i = 1:n,)
current_fitness (i) = tracklsq (current_position (:,i)) ;
(Loop for i = 1: n, end)
If current_fitness (i) less than local_best_fitness (i)
local_best_fitness (i) = current_fitness (i);
local_best_position (:,i) = current_position(:,i) ;
End if
[current_global_best_fitness,g] = min (local_best_fitness);
If current_global_best_fitness less than global_best_fitness
global_best_fitness = current_global_best_fitness;
(Loop for i = 1: n, end)
Globl_best_position(:,i) = local_best_position(:,g);
End if
Velocity = w *velocity + c1*(R1.*(local_best_positioncurrent_position)) +
c2*(R2.*(globl_best_position_current_position)); current
position = current position + velocity; sprint ('The value of
interaction iter %3.0f ', iter);
End (end of while loop)
Xx=fitness (:, 50); [Y,I] = min(xx); current_position(:,I)
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Name
Kd
Ki
Kp
W

Value
1.9688
0.0504
0.6300
0.2678

Min
1.9688
0.0504
0.6300
0.2678

Max
1.9688
0.0504
0.6300
0.2678

tr

0.2138

0.2138

0.2138

ts

0.8645

0.8645

0.8645

Mp

0.0450

0.0450

0.0450

ess

0

0

0

Fitness

0.7443

0.7443

0.7443

ITAE

5.0159

5.0159

5.0159

Fig.13.

Fig.14.PSO PID controller

III. SIMULATION RESULT
To verify the efficiency of the proposed fuzzy rule method
(FRMs) and a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The
following parameters are used for the PSO algorithm: the particle
swarm population sized LL= maximum generation numbered
NN= the maximum iteration number is 50, c1=c2=2.
,w=0.9,β=1.0,
ITAE=5.0159,Mp=0.045
,ess=0.0
,
ts=0.8645,tr=0.2138.
TABLE II
BEST CONTROL PARAMETER SELECTED BY OPTIMAL ALGORITHM IN 50
ITERATIONS FOR PID CONTROLLER WITH Β=1.0 AND FGG=1/ (W*ITAE).

Fig.15.

Tuning of PID controller using Particle Swarm Optimization is
shown the system response in fig.13 and fig.15 so that reach the
stability quickly by use transfer function setting to remove the
swing about stability points. However, the proposed fuzzy rule
method (FRMs) we observe decrease the rise time (RT) where
the system takes short time to reach the steady state as showing
in figures 9,10 and the peak overshoot (OV), and amplitude
(AM) decrease as showing in figures 11, 12 so that the system
got good response.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The Design is carried out in MATLAB and has been observed
that the system response is improved by setting the transfer
function parameters until we reach an optimal response of the
system after implementing the value of PID constants obtained
from the fuzzy rule method (FRMs) and PSO. The proposed
methodology gives better performance in the rise time; peak
overshot and the steady-state error. The response observed from
the present PSO controller has a slight over shoot that can be
further improved by setting the value of the parameter
coefficients of fourth order transfer function by veering the
constant value between 0.5to 0.75. However, it is observed
from the simulation that the PID (PSO PID and FRM PID)
controller performs improved in FRM PID (the rise time (RT),
settling and steady state) better than PSO PID.
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